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WARNING: If you don't want tons of money, fancy cars, big houses, and freedom in general, do not

read this book! It is not safe for you. What would it be like to not have to go to work anymore? To

wake up whenever you feel like it? To work when YOU want as opposed to when your boss wants?

You're about to discover a HUGE closely-guarded secret that will revolutionize your beliefs about

what's truly possible in the world of "no money down" real estate investing ... and your life will never

be the same. Author Preston Ely is a real estate investor, serial entrepreneur, life coach, musician

and philanthropist who was acclaimed by Fast Company as one of the 100 most influential people

online. His company was recently recognized as one of the fastest growing private companies in

America by Inc Magazine. His "No BS" approach to life and business has garnered him a following

of over 200,000 newsletter subscribers, and he's helped many on their paths to financial freedom.

You're next.
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I agree with the other reviewer who stated that Preston gets to the point quickly in this book. I felt

like he skipped a lot of the hype that a lot of authors feel the need to include. I especially liked the



biographical bits where he explains that he hated school, skipped college, and went straight into

work life. I understand that a lot of people do that, and no matter how much they struggle, they don't

seem to get much further than a few dollars over minimum wage. Preston provides insight into the

Real Estate market by sharing his own personal experiences in building a successful business and

luxurious life for himself. I recommend this book for anyone who is looking to get into real estate

flipping, or anyone who enjoys reading a great success story with motivational undertones.But don't

worry, it isn't going to jump out and hit you with, "and YOU, TOO could be successful!" ... His writing

style is very fluid and easy to read.

I didn't buy the book off of  I bought it from Preston and The book is a good read and tells you how

to work hard and become a real estate wholesaler with some humor and personal development;

However then he wants you to join his program that's $97. a month with a 30 day trial well I did and

well I tried to cancel logged in looked every where I could and mind you I have canceled many

things in the past well it wasn't there emailed customer service and no response on how to cancel;

well no response at all so I am pretty upset right now to say the least.

I bought this book from an offer I heard on a late night talk show. The "FREE" book cost $2.95 for

shipping. Thy also offered a web program for only $97/month which I declined. They charged me

anyway. When I disputed with my credit card company they said I ordered it on their website and

confirmation was sent to my email (which was an incorrect email address for me) and claimed it was

a legitimate charge. This is still in dispute, but right now I am out $97 for something I didn't order

and the company is lieing about it. I thumbed thru the boo. It looks very elementary and more like a

marketing tool to say he has a book and then lure you into other high cost offers. I have no interest

in reading it now. What a joke! This company is NOT to be trusted.

Chock full of great information on wholesaling real estate also lot of step by step how to. I have

participated in numerous real estate training and paid lots of money. This is up there as some of the

best information to help a Newbie starting on real estate investing journey. If you are on the fence

get the book, you can read it in a couple hours.

Preston keeps it straight and to the point for newbie investors, but also covers tons of strategies that

any level investor can use. Also VERY motivational!Stop thinking and read this book now!



I LOVED this book. It's a super quick read and gives you the almost step-by-step business plan on

how to wholesale in any market. Preston seems like a great dude and certainly knows his stuff. I

also love his personal convictions that he shares. He does all of this with great humor and makes

this book hard to put down. It doesn't feel like a "real book" when you read it, which is a great

change of pace. Took me two days to read this whole thing in my spare time. Not too shabby for a

guy who doesn't read a ton. Great book and 5 stars!

I ordered this book 10 days ago and never opened the package. I lost my job a few weeks ago and

was struggling to find the motivation to read. Well I picked it up today, and I honestly couldn't put

this book down. I read the whole thing cover to cover today. I've never done that before. Extremely

informative book with motivation and humor intertwined everywhere. Definitely a recommended

read!

Amazing book Preston gets right to the point and really teaches you what you need to know . Funny

and easy to read he definitely tells you how to make money.
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